Bike Share at PLTS
Meet our three lovely bikes!

Drum roll, please…
Blue Adventures

• Blue Adventures is currently our shortest bike
• Thinnest wheels, good for a city/paved ride.
• Keep the tire pressure between 35-50 PSI
Marin Spirit!

- Marin Spirit has the most school spirit, with three PLTS stickers.
- Marin Spirit is slightly taller than Blue Adventures.
- This bike has wheels with good traction for a mountain ride, or for a city ride!
- Keep the **tire pressure** between 40-60 PSI
Jamis Durango

- Jamis Durango is our tallest bike.
- The traction on Jamis Durango’s tires is worn; best for a paved path.
- Jamis Durango has the least school spirit, with zero PLTS stickers, for days you wish to ride under the radar. This may be changed in coming months. 😊
- Keep the **tire pressure** between 65-80 PSI
When riding bikes, make sure to...

• **Give the tires a little squeeze.** If they are squishy, they are thirsty for air. Please give them the recommended PSI before riding, or call the bike attendant to do it for you: (480) 262-1410

• **Lock them up!** When you’re out on the town, make sure to lock up the frame of the bike (the sturdy, metal body), not just the tire.
  • Also, after locking, move the code gears around so it is not easily unlocked.

• **Wear a helmet** (Each bike comes with a helmet)

• **Have fun**, feel the wind on your face. <3
Happy trails!